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“Kungfu taolu and taijiquan competition Rules" and “Kungfu sanda, ligth sanda and push hand 

competition Rules” are accepted by the International Kung Fu Federation (ІКFF) with the additions 

accepted in 2014 to the World Championship in Beijing (China) are the main regulating documents for 

organising and conducting competitions of the International Kung Fu Federation and European Kungfu 

Federation. 

 

At the moment IKFF is actively preparing to include kungfu in to the International Olympic Committee 

(IOC) and the General Association of International Sports Federations (GAISF) as the most ancient 

martial art and fine complex kind of sport nowadays. Kungfu was established at sport arenas in the 80's 

as popular and entertaining kind of sports in more than 70 countries of the world. 

 

The “Kungfu taolu and taijiquan competition Rules" and “Kungfu sanda, ligth sanda and push hand 

competition Rules” are closely related to the international system of classification by styles. 

 

The “Kungfu taolu and taijiquan competition Rules" and “Kungfu sanda, ligth sanda and push hand 

competition Rules” have been prepared for edition by leading experts of Europe in kungfu, who have 

trained 49 Masters of sports in Ukraine and Russia and more than 27 champions and prize-winners of 

European and World Kungfu Cups and Championships: 

 

SOLODYLINA LYUDMILA – the President of the Ukrainian Kungfu Federation, the main coach of 

the Ukrainian national kungfu team, the judge of the International category, Chairman Taichi 

Committee of International Kungfu Federation, honoured coach of Ukraine. 

 

MATULEVSKYI MYKOLA – the President of the European Kungfu Federation, the judge of the 

International category, the Deputy Chairman of the Technical Committee of the International Kungfu 

Federation, honoured coach of Ukraine. 

 

RABADANOV KAMIL - the vice-president European Kungfu Federation, Chairman Sanda 

Committee of International Kung Fu Federation the judge of the International category, the judge of 

the International category, honoured coach of Russia. 
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European Kungfu Federation (EKF) 

Kungfu sanda, light sanda and push hand competition Rules 

 

1. General provisions 

1.1. Present "Rules" define an order and conditions of kungfu competition and are made according to 

the basic requirements of the Charter and Rules of International Kung Fu Federation (IKFF) 

competitions. 

1.2. Implementation of these Rules is mandatory for all members of International Kung Fu 

Federation (IKFF). Officials (heads of teams, coaches, athletes, judges) should be guided by the standard 

norms of behaviour and ethics, are obliged to know and follow the present "Rules" and competition 

Regulations. 

1.3. Fight of kungfu sanda, light sanda and push hand athletes are held according to the rules of 

International Kung Fu Federation. 

1.4. Fights of kungfu sanda athletes are held on a boxing ring 8 х 8m. or in height from the basis 90 - 

120sm. (sanda) and platform 8 х 8m. and in height from the basis 50sm. (light sanda). Around ring and 

platform must be have safety zone in the size 2m. 

1.5. Fights of push hand athletes are held on a platform 1 х 2m. (fixed foot) or platform 6m. 

diameter (moving foot). 

1.5. System and the conditions for the competitions defined by the Regulations on these 

competitions approved by the International Kung Fu Federation (IKFF). 

 

2. Competitors 

2.1. To participate in the competition supposed athletes that passed special training. 

2.2. The athlete cannot participate more than in 3 duels in day. 

2.3. The admission of participants to competitions is carried out by the credentials committee which 

structure is appointed IKFF. Credentials committee structure: the main secretary, the assistant to the 

main judge, representative IKFF, the doctor, representative WADA. 

2.4. In credentials committee are given: 

 the passport or the document proving the identity, 

 the application form for participation in competitions; 

 an insurance policy; 

 the admission of the doctor on participation in competitions. 

Children and cadets should have the permission of parents or trustees. 

2.5. To participation in competitions supposed male and female in age groups: 

Push hand: 

 children of 9-10 years; 

 cadets of 11-12 years; 

 juniors of 13-15 years; 

 adults of 16 and more years. 
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Sanda and light sanda: 

 children of 13-14 years (light sanda); 

 cadets of 15-16 years (light sanda); 

 juniors of 17-18 years (sanda); 

 adults of 19-35 years (sanda). 

The age is defined on a year of a birth. 

2.6. The command structure, weight categories, age groups and sex of participants are determined by 

Regulations of given competitions appointed by International Kung Fu Federation (IKFF). 

 

3. Time limit. 

3.1. The fight consists of two rounds for two minute every and a break between rounds 1 minute. In 

case of draw, appointed a 3-rd round (light sanda). 

3.2. The fight consists of three rounds for two minute and a break between rounds 1 minute (sanda 

and push hand). 

 

4. Protective equipment. 

4.1. Sanda and light sanda athletes should be in protective equipment that meet the standards 

confirmed by IKFF: a boxing helmet, mouth guard, groin guard for children and cadet (under the shorts), 

a protective vest (red or black colour) in the thickness not less 16мм, T-short, sports shorts, boxing 

gloves. 

4.2. Push hand athletes should be in protective equipment that meet the standards confirmed by 

IKFF: a protective vest for women (red or black colour), T-short, sports trousers. 

4.2. Weight of gloves (sanda and light sanda): 

 to 65 kg. - 230 gram; 

 70 kg. above - 280 gram. 

 

5. Weight categories. 

5.1. Push hand: 

 children: to 25, 25.1-32, 32.1-39, 39.1-46, 46.1-53, 53.1-60, 60.1-70, above 70.1кg. 

 cadets: to 35, 35.1-42, 42.1-49, 49.1-56, 56.1-63, 63.1-70, 70.1-80, above 80.1кg. 

 juniors and adults: to 50, 50.1-57, 57.1-64, 64.1–71, 71.1–78, 78.1–85, 85.1–95, above 95.1kg. 

5.2. Sanda and light sanda: 

 children: to 33, 33.1-36, 36.1-39, 39.1-42, 42.1-45,45.1- 48, 48.1-52, 52.1-55, 55.1-60, above 

60.1кg. 

 cadets: to 36, 46.1-40, 40.1-44, 44.1-48, 48.1-52, 52.1-55, 55.1-60, 60.1-65, 65.1-70, above 

70.1кg. 

 juniors and adults: to 52, 52.1-56, 56.1-60, 60.1-65, 65.1-70, 70.1-75, 75.1-80, 80.1-85, 

85.1-90, above 90.1кg. 
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6. Weighing and a toss-up. 

6.1. By weighing the sportsmen in these applications. 

6.2. Each participant should have the passport, or the document replacing it. 

6.3. Weighing is carried out by registration group under the control of members of appeal jury. 

6.4. Participants are weighed once on the day of the competition. 

6.5. Weighing time is defined by competition Regulations and should be finished in 2 hours prior to 

the fights. 

6.6. Weighing begins with lighter weights categories. 

6.7. The participant whose weight does not match that specified in the application for participation in 

competitions is not allowed. 

6.8. The toss-up begins with lighter weights categories. 

6.9. The toss-up is spent by registration group, in the presence of the chairman of appeal jury, the 

main judge and representatives of the teams (coaches or heads of teams). 

 

7. Officials and their duties. 

7.1. Structure of officials: the main judge, deputy main judge. 

7.2. Judges: 

 the head judge; 

 the referee (on the left hand – black sash, on the right hand – red sash); 

 3 or 5 corner judges (sanda and light sanda); 

 1 corner judge (push hand); 

 timekeeper. 

7.3. The judge at participants. 

7.4. The judge-informatory. 

7.5. Preparation and registration group: the head of group and 2-4 assistants. 

7.6. Medical group: the head doctor and 1 or 2 assistants (nurses or doctors). 

 

8. Attack and defence methods. 

Permitted methods of attack and defence of different kungfu schools and styles. 

 

9. The resolved methods of attack. The parts of a body resolved for attack: 

9.1. The zones resolved for attack - a head, a trunk, a hip, a shin (sanda and light sanda). 

9.2. Allowed techniques: 

 kicks and punches in a head, a trunk and a shin (sanda and light sanda); 

 kicks and punches on an external and internal surface of a hip and a shin (sanda and light 

sanda); 

 kick knee to the trunk without capture (sanda); 

 painful and suffocating receptions on the ground in sanda (time for technics preparation - 5 
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seconds, for technics 10 seconds are added); 

 

 pushing; 

 throws (all methods to sanda and light sanda); 

 throws (only with stops standing on a platform for push hand) 

 sweeps. 

 

10. Prohibited methods of attack. Prohibited for attack body areas: 

10.1. The zones prohibited for attack – back of the head, neck, throat, groin, perineum and spine. 

10.2. Prohibited techniques: 

 kicks and punches by a head, knees (light sanda), elbows; 

 all kicks and punches (push hand); 

 kick knee to the trunk with capture (for all); 

 kicks knee to the head (for all); 

 kicks and punches the opponent lying on the floor (for all); 

 kicks and punches to the joints (for all); 

 painful and suffocating technics (light sanda and push hand), 

 throws with capture of joints of the contender on a break, throws a touchdown on an opponent's 

head and throws with the weights on the opponent (for all). 

 

11. Scoring. 

11.1. 3 points: 

 the opponent falls out to the competitive zone, and the athlete remains standing (push hand 

moving foot); 

 in case a kick in a jump (sanda). 

 

11.2. 2 points: 

 the opponent falls, and the athlete remains standing (sanda and light sanda); 

 the opponent falls, and the athlete remains standing to the competitive zone (push hand fixed 

foot); 

 the opponent falls inside to the competitive zone, and the athlete remains standing (push hand 

moving foot); 

 kick in a head or a trunk of the opponent (sanda and light sanda); 

 registered knockdown. 

 

11.3. 1 point: 

 kicks and punches by a hand in the resolved part of a body (sanda and light sanda); 

 kick knee to the trunk (sanda); 

 kick in a hip (sanda and light sanda); 

 kick in a shin (sanda and light sanda); 
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 athlete has left a competitive zone (push hand); 

 

 both competitors fall down, 1 point gets the athlete who fell down on the opponent (sanda and 

light sanda). 

11.4. Points are not charged: 

 the technique executed is not clear or not obvious; 

 both competitors fall down at the same time; 

 an exchange of kicks and punches; 

 kicks and punches in a clinching; 

 kicks and punches in a hip and a shin in a case when the foot does not touch the platform; 

 before a command «Fight!»; 

 after a command «Stop!». 

 

12. Fouls and Penalties. 

12.1. Technical fouls: 

 passively leading the fight for 8 seconds; 

 shouting of seconds or assistants during fight; 

 incorrect behaviour in relation to spectators, the judge or the opponent; 

 deliberate delaying of fight; 

 attack head, throats, hips, shins, neck (push hand fixed foot); 

 capture head, throats, hips, shins, neck (push hand moving foot); 

 capture the ring ropes (sanda). 

12.2. Personal fouls: 

 attacking the opponent before command «Fight!» or after a command «Stop!»; 

 attack of the opponent in the prohibited parts of a body and use of the prohibited methods of 

attack. 

12.3. For technical violation the remark - 1 point to the opponent. 

12.4. For personal violation the prevention - 2 points to the opponent. 

12.5. Disqualification is appointed in a case: 

 deliberate attack of the opponent for the purpose of trauma drawing; 

 using doping; 

 unethical behaviour of the sportsman or the representative of a team. 

13. Suspension of fights. 

The fight will be suspended when: 

 a competitor is given a penalty; 

  a competitor is injured; 

 struggle without effective actions within 3 seconds; 

 struggle on the floor without effective actions within 5 seconds. 

 the head judge corrects errors of the referee; 

 for the announcement of technical action of the sportsman stipulated by "Rules"; 
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 force-majeure reasons. 

 

14. A victory in a round. 

The winner in a round appears: 

14.1. The athlete, which opponent has received 2 knockdowns in a round. 

14.2. The athlete, which opponent has received 2 preventions in a round. 

14.3. If both athletes scored the same number of points, the winner in a round appears: 

 the one who has received less prevention; 

 the one who has received less remark; 

 the one who has less body weight. 

 

15. A victory in a fight. 

The winner in a fight appears: 

 the athlete, whose opponent has received 3 preventions; 

 the athlete, whose opponent have been attacked by the resolved reception and, then, within 10 

seconds is not capable to continue fight (knockout); 

 the athlete, whose opponent cannot continue fight as a result of application of painful or 

suffocating reception; 

 the athlete, in case of the significant advantage in the technician; 

 the athlete who has won 2 rounds (light sanda); 

 the athlete, whose opponent has received 3 knockdowns in fight; 

 the athlete who is unable to continue the fight as a result of violations of the “Rules” of his 

opponent; 

 the athlete, whose opponent feigns a disease state. 

Position 7 and 8 determined by a doctor and be declared by the head judge. 

 

16. Appeal jury and its duties 

The appeal jury consists of the chairman and two judges. 

16.1. Jury of Appeal, under the leadership of the organizing committee receives and hears appeals 

from a representative team. 

16.2. The appeal is considered immediately. Work jury of appeal should not interfere with the further 

conduct of the competitions. 

16.3. The appeal jury looks through fight video recording. The representative of the athlete, who has 

appealed, cannot be present at session of appeal jury. The decision is considered accepted if for it has 

voted more than half of members of appeal jury. At neutral result, the decision of the main judge is 

considered definitive. 

 

17. Procedure of giving of the appeal. 

17.1. A protest filed within 30 min. before the end of all fights of current day. When filing a protest 
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in the main panel of judges paid a USD 100, which is returned if the protest will be satisfied. 

17.2. The decision of appeal jury is definitive and to the appeal is not subject. 

 

18. Report conducting. 

In the report designations are applied: 

 the remark -  

 the prevention – Х 

 disqualification – O 

 passivity – V 

 knockdown – ND 

 knockout – NT 

 technical knockout - TNT 

 

19. Prize-winning places. 

19.1. Prize-winning places are defined by results of fights. 

19.2. Team places are defined according to points for the taken prize-winning places in each weight 

category: 

 the first place - 3 points; 

 the second place - 2 points; 

 the third place - 1 point. 

19.3. If 2 teams have earned same number of points, the winner is defined as follows: 

 a team, that has a greater number of first places; 

 a team which has less preventions; 

 a team which has less remarks. 

 

20. Gestures of the judge on a ring scaffold. 

20.1. A greeting "fist-palm". 

Feet together put the left palm against a fist of the right hand in front of chest in 20-30 sm. distance (Fig. 

1). 

              
  Fig. 1               Fig. 2                    Fig. 3              Fig. 4 

 

20.2. Entering the ring or platform. 
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The referee in the centre of ring or platform, extends hands pointing at the athletes with palms up (Fig. 2) 

and then, bends both hands in elbows (Fig. 3). 

 

20.3. A greeting of athletes. 

The referee in the centre of the ring covers the right fist with the left palm in front of itself (Fig. 4). 

 

20.4. The first round 

The referee, faced to the head judge, on the hand extended forward shows an index finger, pressing big 

others three, and step back by the right foot and says «First round!» (Fig. 5). 

 

  Fig. 5      Fig. 6         Fig. 7           Fig. 8            Fig. 9          Fig. 10 

 

20.5. The second round. 

The referee, faced to the head judge, on the hand extended forward shows index and average fingers, 

pressing big others two, and step back by the right foot and says «Second round!» (Fig. 6). 

 

20.6. The third round. 

The referee, faced to the head judge, on the hand extended forward shows the big, index and average 

fingers, compressing others two, and step back by the right foot and says «Third round!» (Fig. 7). 

 

20.7. «Fight!». 

Referee standing between two athletes and expanding hands, palms up, in the sides of both participants, 

says “Ready!”, also reduces palms together-downwards, saying a command «Fight!» (Fig. 8, 9). 
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         Fig. 11       Fig. 12      Fig. 13         Fig. 14          Fig. 15  

 

 

20.8. «Stop!». 

The referee stretches one hand between participants and says “Stop!” (Fig. 10). 

 

20.9. An exit from a platform (light sanda). 

The referee extends one hand pointing at the athlete who has fall off the scaffold, then by other hand 

does movement by a palm from itself along the stretched hand (Fig. 11). 

      

      Fig. 16              Fig. 17            Fig. 18              Fig. 19    

 

       Fig. 20           Fig. 21 

 

20.10. 8 seconds of passivity. 

The referee lifts upwards both hands which big fingers are pressed to palms, other fingers are extended 

upwards (Fig. 12). 

 

20.11. Readout and knockdown. 

The referee faced to the participant and holds in front of itself two compressed fists (Fig. 13), 

unclenching fingers of both hands in process of the account, since the big finger (Fig. 14), than referee 

directs the extended hand towards the head judge, compressing a fist with the lifted big finger upwards 

(Fig. 15). 
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20.12. Knockout. 

The referee faced to the participant and holds in front of itself two compressed fists (Fig. 13), 

unclenching fingers of both hands in process of the account, since the big finger (Fig. 16). 

 

20.13. An exit of both participants for a scaffold (light sanda). 

The referee does movement by both hands forward (Fig. 17). 

 

20.14. Compulsion to attack. 

The referee holds before itself a fist with palm down with the extended big finger which specifies an 

attack direction (Fig. 18). 

 

20.15. 3 points. 

The referee specifies one hand in the sportsman other hand lifts upwards with developed by average, big 

and index fingers (Fig. 19). 

 

20.16. 2 points. 

The referee specifies one hand in the sportsman other hand lifts upwards with developed big and index 

fingers (Fig. 20). 

 

20.17. 1 point. 

The referee specifies one hand in the participant who has fallen first, and with other palm covers the 

taken away hand (Fig. 21). 

 

20.18. Simultaneous falling. 

The referee holds hands before itself and does movement by palms downwards (sanda and light sanda) 

(Fig. 22). 
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    Fig. 22        Fig. 23           Fig. 24            Fig. 25            Fig. 26 

 

 

       Fig. 27           Fig. 28 

 

20.19. Painful or suffocating reception. 

The referee on a scaffold of a ring at the moment of the beginning of painful technique extends a hand 

forward towards the fighter spending painful reception, having compressed a palm in a fist, 

simultaneously opening the account: Time for preparation of painful or suffocating technique - 5 seconds, 

time available for painful or suffocating technique - 10 seconds (Fig. 23). 

 

20.20. Kick in crotch or back of the head. 

The referee with direct hand a palm upwards specifies at the offender, and other hand specifies in a 

corresponding zone (Fig. 24, 25). 

 

20.21. Kick by an elbow. 

The referee crosses hands at level of shoulders, a palm of one hand pressing to an elbow another (Fig. 26). 

 

20.22. Kick by a knee (light sanda). 

The referee lifts one knee and puts on it a palm (Fig. 27). 

         

     Fig. 29          Fig. 30       Fig. 31            Fig. 32         Fig. 33 

20.23. The official remark. 
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The referee one hand specifies at the offender, and another bends in an elbow a palm back (Fig. 28). 

 

20.24. The official warning. 

The referee one hand specifies at the offender, and another bends in an elbow a palm back with the 

compressed fist (Fig. 29). 

 

20.25. Disqualification. 

The referee crosses before itself hands with compressed fists (Fig. 30). 

 

                  

                     Fig. 34 

 

20.26. Immediate medical aid. 

The referee, standing faced to a place of placing of a medical board, crosses wrists at face level (Fig. 31). 

 

20.27. Rest. 

The referee pointing to participants in vacation spots, having extended hands in the sides palms up (Fig. 

32). 

 

20.28. To exchange places. 

The referee has hands before itself crosswise palms downwards (Fig. 33). 

 

20.29. Victory. 

The referee lifts upwards a hand of the participant which has won a fight (Fig. 34). 

 


